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Customizing the Enantioselectivity of a Cyclohexanone 

Monooxygenase by a Strategy Combining “Size-probes” with in 

silico Study  

Yujing Hu,[a, b] Jian Xu,[a] Yixin Cen,[a] Danyang Li,[a] Yu Zhang,[a] Meilan Huang,*[b] Xianfu Lin,[a] Qi 

Wu*[a] 

Abstract: Enzymatic Baeyer-Villiger oxidation provides a promising 

green route utilizing molecular oxygen as the oxidant to produce 

chiral lactones. Wild-type (WT) CHMOAcineto leads to 

enantioselectivity up to 99% ee (S) in the synthesis of substituted ε-

caprolactones. To reverse the inherent enantiopreference of 

CHMOAcineto toward an array of cyclohexanones with various chain 

length, we herein reshaped the binding pocket with a minimal 

number of mutations by a rational design strategy combining “size-

probes” with in silico study, which drastically reduces the screening 

effort. By probing the binding pocket of variants with different-sized 

4-substituted cyclohexanones substrates, single, double and triple 

mutants were identified as the best mutants providing highly 

reversed enantioselectivity for these probing molecules, respectively. 

The successful demonstration of the strategy combining “size-

probes” with in silico study in the protein engineering of CHMOAcineto 

may provide a valuable guidance for facile engineering other BVMOs 

with customized enantiopreference for the same classified 

substrates with their substituents on the chiral or prochiral central 

atom.  

Introduction 

Natural enzymes often displayed high enantiopreference toward 
one specific configuration of the products.[1] When it is 
demanded to reverse the enantioselectivity of the products, 
directed evolution or rational design of wide type enzymes would 
be introduced to control the enantiopreference.[2] When the 
bioinformatics analysis of the mechanical information of 
enzymes is not accessible, directed evolution through such 
standard techniques as the error prone polymerase chain 
reaction (epPCR), saturation mutagenesis, and DNA shuffling 
can in principle be employed to engineer the enzymes.[3] While 
the structural and mechanical information of enzymes is in hand, 
rational design would provide a promising alternative for site-
specific mutagenesis. Recently, researchers opted for 
performing mutagenesis based on in silico study and 
bioinformatics analysis of enzymes.[4] The dynamic aspects of 
structural information of enzymes obtained from advanced 

computational simulations has been used in the identification of 
the positions and potential residues for mutation, leading to a 
significant reduction of screening effort. Up to now, one of the 
main bottlenecks in engineering enzymes for stereo-controlled 
reactions is still the huge screening effort needed in the 
construction of mutagenesis libraries. 

In the process of rational design, the selection of benchmark 
substrates is also of great importance, besides the atomic 
understanding of the enzyme systems based on computational 
simulations. Some examples revealed that there was an 
interesting relationship between the size of substrates and the 
reshaped active pockets of enzymes.[5] Hult and coworkers 
reported that the mutant W104A of Candida antarctica lipase B 
had increased enantioselectivity toward various secondary 
alcohols with increasing chain length of the alkyl moiety on the 
chiral central atom.[5a] It would be expected that in the restricted 
space of the reshaped pocket, an array of compounds with the 
increasing chain length would face the decreasing degrees of 
freedom. If a settled small compound is used as the model 
substrate in directed evolution, some key positions essential for 
accommodating diverse substrates may be omitted in the 
screening process, or the optimal mutants are only positive 
toward the small model substrate, but poorly selective for the 
cases of some larger compounds. Inspired by this, we proposed 
to utilize benchmark substrates acted as “size-probes” with 
varied size from large to small. Compared with a single model 
substrate, such size-probes may be more preferable for 
evaluating the size effect of catalytic pocket, enabling it to 
accurately select the prioritized residues for mutagenesis to 
control the enantioselectivity of an enzyme, so as to significantly 
reduce the search scope and thus the screening effort.  

 

Scheme 1. Biotransformation of 4-substituted cyclohexanones with growing 

chains catalyzed by CHMOAcineto. 

 

As one of the most frequently used BVMOs for the 
transformation of structurally diverse ketones, cyclohexanone 
monooxygenase from Acinetobacter sp. NCIMB 9871 
(CHMOAcineto)[6] was studied here. In the first successful case 
pioneered by Reetz, a mutant provided by an epPCR technique 
achieved a reversal of enantioselectivity from 9% ee (R) of WT 
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to 79% ee (S) in the desymmetrization of 4-
hydroxycyclohexanone.[7] Recently, a combination of 
Combinatorial Active-Site Saturation Test/Iterative Saturation 
Mutagenesis (CAST/ISM) was used to engineer CHMO from 
Thermocrispum municipal (CHMOThermo), and successfully 
reverse the enantioselectivity in BV oxidation of 4-
methylcyclohexanone from 99% ee (S) of WT to 91% ee (R)[8]. 
However, the limitation still laid in the huge screening effort in 
engineering a stereo-controlled enzyme. 

Here, we applied a strategy combining “size-probes” and 
computational analysis to customize the enantioselectivity of 
CHMOAcineto mutants by screening a minimal amount of 
mutations from one mini-library for the production of an array of 
enantiocomplementary lactones with increasing alkyl 
substituents (Scheme 1). Our research offers an green 
synthesis route for the preparation of optically pure chiral 
lactones as the intermediates for pharmaceutical drugs or the 
precursors for chiral polyesters[9], which are of particularly 
biomedical significance. 

Results and Discussion 

Single mutation for reversed enantioselectivity of 
cyclohexanone with large-sized substituents 

WT CHMOAcineto showed (S)-selectivity for 4-substituted 
cyclohexanones 1a-1c with increasing substituents (Table 1) in 
the whole cell screening system using molecular oxygen and D-
glucose as sustainable co-substrates. Additionally, in the 
conversion of 1d, the preferred product is (+)-2d with 33% ee, 
which is possibly R configuration compared with the optical 
rotation data of 2a-2c.[1d] It appears a big challenge to engineer 
this enzyme for reversing or enhancing the enantioselectivity 
through the minimal screening of a mini-library.  

To better understand how the key residues affect the 
enantiopreference toward an array of cyclohexanones, 
molecular dynamics (MD) simulation herein was conducted on 
CHMO complexed with 2b as an example (Figure 1). RMSD was 
performed on Cα of the protein backbone (Figure S5 in ESI). The 
enzyme probably exhibits a certain directionality when inserting 
the oxygen into the substrate so that the oxygen will always be 
entered at the same direction.[11a] The orientation of the 
substrate will then decide which enantiomer is formed.[11a, 12] 
When the substituent at the C4 atom of cyclohexanone is 
positioned at the equatorial orientation, the (S)-enantiomer 
should be formed; Likewise, if the substituent at C4 is positioned 
at the axial orientation in a new variant, (R)-enantioselectivity 
would be observed (Figure 1). From the MD simulation result 
(Figure 1A), we can see that these residues F432 and L435 
lining the top and bottom binding sides are possible to affect the 
enantioselectivity in the production of 2b. However, four single 
mutants F432L/I and L435A/G suitable to reverse the 
enantioselectivity in the transformation of bulky 4-
phenylcyclohexanone[10] failed to convert 1b into 2b with (R)-
configuration. The mutants F432L/I improved the 
enantioselectivity significantly in favor of (+)-2d. Interestingly, the 
mutants A435 and G435 displayed opposite enantiopreference 

toward 1d, although the amino acids alanine and glycine at 
position 435 differ only by one methylene group in structure. We 
considered that a compound with a large substituent may be 
more preferable to fill the active pocket and thus would enable 
identifying the prioritized residues for mutagenesis. 

 

 

Figure 1. (A) MD simulated structures of WT CHMOhomo in complex with (S)-

2b (light blue); (B) CHMOhomo
 mutant F432I/L435A/P431L in complex with (R)-

2b (yellow); (C) CHMOhomo
 mutant F432I/L435A/T433L in complex with (R)-2b 

(yellow); (D) The estimated volumes of enclosed cavities of WT and selected 

mutants calculated by Discovery studio software. The mutated residues (L431, 

I432, L433 and A435 in B/C) are shown in magenta. Cofactors (FAD and 

NADP+) are represented by sticks in white. The homology model (named as 

CHMOhomo) is constructed on the basis of the crystal structure of CHMO from 

Rhodococcus sp. strain HI-31 (PDB code: 4RG3, contained the product ε-

caprolactone),[11a] 

 
The enclosed cavity of WT CHMOhomo (Figure 2A) is defined 

by residues L143-L144, F246, F277, R327, P431-T433, L435, 
W490, and F505, as well as the FAD and NADP+, and has a 
volume of ∼150 Å3 calculated by Discovery studio (Figure 1D). 
We selected substrate 1d (a calculated volume of ∼ 161 Å3 in 

Figure 2B) as a first “size-probe” with a long chain on the 
prochiral central atom for engineering of stereo-controlled 
CHMOAcineto, instead of settling a model substrate throughout the 
whole screening process. By using the large-sized “probe” 1d to 
probe the active pocket, both positions 432 and 435 were 
identified to affect the enzyme’s enantioselectivity in the BV 
oxidation of the 4-position substituted cyclohexanones (Table 
S2). However, if only small-sized “probe” 1b was applied initially 
in the screening process, the position F432 could be omitted. 

To fully investigate the effect of mutating L435 on the 
conversion of substrate 1d, saturation mutagenesis (SM) was 
performed. Most L435X mutants displayed medium 
enantioselectivity ((-) or (+)) (Table S3). The mutant L435M 
enhanced the enantioselectivity up to 86% (+) from 33% (+) by 
WT (Table 1). Remarkably, the mutant L435V gave the complete 
(-)-selectivity (99% ee) (entry 11 in Table 1). However, L435V 
and L435M still preserved (S)-selectivity in the transformation of 
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4-phenylcyclohexanone compared with the single mutants 
L435A/G. These results indicated that achieving the customized 
enantioselectivity requires a strictly controlled space created by 
the mutations. 

 
Table 1 WT and selected single, double, triple CHMOAcineto mutants as 

catalysts in the desymmetrization of prochiral cyclohexanones 1[a] 

entry substrate variants conv.(%)[b] 
yield 
(%)[b] 

eep(%)[c] 

1 1a WT 99 98 99(S) 

2 1a F432I/L435A/P431L 99 96 84(R) 

3 1a F432L/L435A/T433L 99 97 82(R) 

4 1b WT 99 98 98(S) 

5 1b F432I/L435A/P431L 99 97 96(R) 

6 1b F432I/L435A/T433L 99 96 94(R) 

7 1c WT 99 98 94(S) 

8 1c F432I/L435A 99 97 94(R) 

9 1c F432I/L435G 99 97 98(R) 

10 1d WT 99 97 33(+) 

11 1d L435V 99 95 99(-) 

12 1d L435M 99 96 86(+) 

13 1d F432I/L435A 99 97 80(+) 

14 1d F432I/L435G 99 96 97(+) 

[a] The whole cell screening experiments are described in Experiment section. 
[b] Determined by chiral GC. [c] The optical rotation data were listed in ESI and 

the absolute configuration was confirmed by comparison with the literature[1d]. 

 

 

Figure 2. (A) The enclosed cavity of WT defined by sites 143-144, 246, 277, 

327, 431-433, 435, 490, and 505; (B) The volume of “size-probes”. 

 
The next question was how the space created by the mutation 

at the critical position 435 would affect the enantioselectivity 
toward the substrates with different-length chains. To reduce 
screening effort, we selected mutants G435, A435, V435, I435, 

F435 with smaller or larger side chains compared with WT 
(L435) (G<A<V<M<I/L<F), and examined their performance on 
4-substituted cyclohexanones 1a-1c (Table S2). As the chain 
length of compounds 1a-1c increased, the ratio of (S)-products 
catalyzed by these mutants (L435G/A/V/M/I) decreased, but 
without reserved enantioselectivity (Figure 3A). The replacement 
of position 435 with bulky phenylalanine encountered the 
abolished activity for 1a-1c (Table S2). These results indicated 
that small residues (A or G) at position 435 were more favorable 
for the improvement of (R)-selectivity than larger residues, and 
the enantiopreference for large substrates (1c) was affected 
more significantly than small substrates (1a and 1b) (Figure 3A). 
We speculated that concomitant increase in volume (∼ 160 Å3 in 
Figure 1D) of the active site pocket vacated by the mutation of 
leucine to small amino acids (G or A) at position 435 is favorable 
for the nest of axial substituent of (R)-enantiomers, especially for 
long axial-substituent which may bind more tightly with the 
reshaped pocket, while 4-substituted cyclohexanones with small 
substituents may be too small to fill the pocket.  

 

 

Figure 3. Comparison of ee values of 2a-2d under the catalysis of 
selected mutants. (A) single mutants; (B) double and triple mutants. 

 
Double mutation for reversed enantioselectivity of 
cyclohexanone with medium-sized substituents 
For 4-substituted cyclohexanones with small substituents, single 
mutation at position 432 or 435 to reshape the active pocket 
may be not enough to manipulate the preference for certain 
enantiomer products. Considering that the phenyl group of the 
site 432 located above the substituent of the substrate would 
form CH-π hydrogen bonds[13] with equatorial group of (S)-
enantiomer, which may facilitate to stabilize (S)-enantiomer. 
When F at position 432 was mutated into L or I, these CH-π 
hydrogen bonds (Figure S1) were disrupted and severe 
geometric changes were caused (Figure 1D). The concomitant 
shrunken active site pocket is possibly more liable to block a 
substrate with large equatorial substituents such as propyl and 
pentyl (1c and 1d) than that with small methyl and ethyl 
substituent (1a and 1b) (Table S2). Hence, position 432 was 
chosen for the subsequent iterative mutagenesis study based on 
position 435. To disrupt the CH-π hydrogen bonds which may 
facilitate to stabilize (S)-enantiomer, the aforementioned F432L 
mutation with flexible leucine was introduced to the L435A 
plasmid. The compound 1c (a calculated volume of ∼ 133 Å3) 
with a medium substituent was chosen as a second “size-probe” 
to probe the reshaped pocket. As expected, the mutant 
F432L/L435A reversed the enantioselectivity in favor of (R)-2c 
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with 86% ee (Table S4). Motivated by this result, we selected 
other nonpolar residues (V, M, I) to mutate F432 in combination 
with L435A, namely F432V/L435A, F432M/L435A and 
F432I/L435A. The best (R)-selective variant for the conversion 
of 1c was F432I/L435A with 94% ee (Table 1), significantly 
higher than 60% ee by single mutant L435A. While alanine at 
the position 435 in the best double mutant F432I/L435A was 
further mutated into glycine, the (R)-product was also obtained 
with higher ee value (98%) (Table 1). 

We also tested the best double mutants F432I/L435A and 
F432I/L435G for ketones 1a, 1b and 1d. For 1a, the mutant 
F432I/L435A delivered the reversed enantioselectivity with 20% 
ee value, but F432I/L435G still preserved (S)-enantioselectivity 
toward 1a (Table S4). Notably, medium enantioselectivity (73% 
ee and 55% ee) with preference for (R)-products was obtained 
by both double mutants in the conversion of 1b (Table S4). In 
the conversion of 1d, the double mutants also increased the ee 
value notably (97% ee by F432I/L435G, 80% ee by F432I/L435A) 
from 33% ee by the WT enzyme (Table 1). The screening 
experiments showed that the double mutants F432I/L435A or 
F432I/L435G gave higher ee values for the 4-substituted 
cyclohexanone substrates 1c or 1d with relatively larger 
substituents than 1a or 1b (Figure 3B).  
 

Triple mutation for reversed enantioselectivity of 
cyclohexanone with small-sized substituents 

Up to now, we have successfully achieved complete reversion 
of enantioselectivity by mutating only one residue for 
cyclohexanones with large-sized substituent (1d) and realized 
the reversion of enantioselectivity for substrates with medium 
substituent (1c) by double mutation. There is still room for 
further improvement in the reversion of enantioselectivity for 
substrate 1a or 1b with a small methyl or ethyl group. The 
compound 1b (a calculated volume of ∼118Å3) with a small 
substituent was chosen as a third “size-probe” to probe the 
reshaped pocket. It may require smaller binding pocket to fit 
substrate 1a or 1b well, since the variant F432I/L435A has an 
estimated cavity volume of 142 Å3 (Figure 1D). We carefully 
inspected the MD simulated structure of the variant F432I/L435A, 
while introducing a third residue for attaining the higher 
preference of (R)-2a and (R)-2b. Considering that potential 
synergistic conformational effects lays in two spatially close 
amino acids arising from side-chain orientations,[14] we proposed 
that mutating P431 or T433 adjacent to the site 432 may cause 
an alteration of the active pocket (Figure S2). Initially we 
introduced a third mutation at position 431 into the double 
mutant F432I/L435A. To reduce the screening effort, only 
alanine, leucine and phenylalanine representing amino acids 
with different sizes were assessed. It was revealed that 
F432I/L435A/P431L notably improved (R)-selectivity to 96% ee 
of 2b and 84% ee of 2a (Table 1), better results than the double 
mutant F432I/L435A (Figure 3B), whereas mutating P431 into 
alanine or phenylalanine led to significantly diminished activity 
(Table S5). The volume of enclosed cavity of 
F432I/L435A/P431L caused by mutating rigid proline at 431 into 
flexible leucine was slightly shrunk compared with F432I/L435A 
(Figure 1D). The shrunken active site pocket of 

F432I/L435A/P431L allowed the binding of (R)-2b with the 
substituent nested in an axial orientation (Figure 1B). 

It was found that in the double mutant template F432I/L435A, 
the side-chain of T433, the other site adjacent to the site 432, 
points away from the binding pocket and forms an obvious 
hydrogen bond with S438 (The distance between O(T433) and 
H(S438) being 1.74 Å, see Figure S3A). To elucidate the effect 
caused by T433, we mutated threonine to hydrophobic 
(I/L/M/V/A) and hydrophilic residues (S/C) for comparison. 
Mutating T433 into small hydrophobic alanine 
(F432I/L435A/T433A) or a hydrophilic residue cysteine 
(F432I/L435A/T433C) resulted in poor (R)-selectivity (Table S5), 
while F432I/L435A/T433L (Table 1) exhibited the best reversed 
enantioselectivity with 94% ee (R) for 1b and 82% ee (R) for 1a, 
similar to that of F432I/L435A/P431L (Figure 3B). Interestingly, 
the MD simulated structure of F432I/L435A/T433L complexed 
with (R)-2b showed the compound was positioned with the 
substituent nested in an axial orientation adopting a catalytically 
capable pose (Figure 1C).  

However, these two triple mutants gave decreased activity for 
1d (Table S5), which may be caused by that the shrunken space 
of the active pocket cannot accommodate the large-sized 
substrate 1d well. It indicated that the best mutants selected by 
using small-sized substrate as a benchmark, may not be 
suitable to the large-sized substrates. Therefore, customizing 
the enzymes individually for different-sized compounds to 
control the enantiopreference is necessary.  

It was interesting to find that F432I/L435A/T433S changed the 
(R)-selectivity back to complete (S)-selectivity of 2b (Table S5). 
To understand the effects of T433S and T433L in the triple 
mutants, we compared their MD simulation structures using the 
double mutant F432I/L435A as the reference. It was found that 
similar to threonine, a strong hydrogen bond formed between 
S433 and S438 with the distance being 1.93 Å (H(S433) and 
O(S438)) (Figure S3B). This interaction actually pulls the mobile 
loop (431-435) away from the binding pocket in the mutant 
F432I/L435A/T433S so that the binding space is enlarged, 
favorable for the substituent of the substrate positioned at 
equatorial orientation (Figure S3), leading to (S)-selectivity of 2b. 
Interestingly, when T433 was mutated into a hydrophobic 
leucine residue, the hydrogen bond with S438 is lost and steric 
clash from L433 causes the mobile loop in the mutant 
F432I/L435A/T433L to move inward to the binding pocket 
(Figure S4). The decreased volume of the reshaped pocket (∼ 
133 Å3) would result in a stronger steric crash between the 
adjacent residue I432 and the equatorial ethyl group in 2b, thus 
an axial orientation is preferred, forming the product with highly 
reversed enantioselectivity (Table 1).  

Finally, we have achieved completely reversed 
stereoselectivity with high ee-values for all tested 4-substituted 
cyclohexanone derivatives by using different mutants, 
respectively. Hence, the rational design based on combining 
“size-probes” with computational analysis makes it possible to 
accurately select the prioritized site for mutagenesis, and thus a 
highly focused library was constructed successfully, which 
drastically reduced the screening effort (Scheme 2). 
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Scheme 2. A strategy for the design of a focused CHMOAcineto mini-library. 

Amino acid residues in WT CHMOAcineto and selected mutations are shown 

with hazel and grey blocks, respectively. 

 

Identifying limited concentration of substrates and Scaling-
up transformation  

Considering the potential application in industry, the scaling-
up reaction was performed in whole cell system. The use of the 
optimal limited concentration at which the conversion was up to 
95%, maximized the benefits in the scaling-up biocatalytic 
process. Hence, we focused our attention on the limited 
concentration and first examined the substrates 1a-1d at 
different concentrations in 100 mL of reaction system under the 
catalysis of WT and best mutants. As shown in Figure 4, the 
limited concentration of 1a-1d decreased as the length of the 
substituents increased under the catalysis of WT (25 mM→22 
mM→10 mM→4 mM). Compared with WT, the limited 
concentration of 1d for the single mutants L435V and L435M 
which produced (-)-2d (99% ee) and (+)-2d (86% ee) 
respectively was enhanced (10 mM vs. 4 mM). The double 
mutant F432I/L435G also gave increased concentration 8 mM of 
1d (97%, +) and 18 mM of 1c (98%, R) compared with WT. As 
for 1a and 1b, the limited concentration was 8 mM by the triple 
mutant F432I/L435A/P431L, while the other triple mutant 
F432I/L435A/T433L tolerated higher limited concentration 14 
mM.  

We further tested the best mutants and WT in a 1.3-2.8 gram-
scale conversion of 1a-1d with a final concentration 
corresponding to the limited concentration. All the conversions 
were completed within 36 h as analyzed by GC, and the isolated 
yields were obtained in the range from 59% to 74% (Table S6). 
The results demonstrate the synthetic significance of these 
selected mutants. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. The limited concentration of 1a (A), 1b (B), 1c (C) and 1d (D) in the 

Baeyer-Villiger oxidation by WT and selected mutants.  

Conclusions 

A strategy combining “size-probes” with computational 
analysis has been applied to engineer the cyclohexanone 
monooxygenase from Acinetobacter sp. NCIMB 9871 
(CHMOAcineto) individually to control the enantioselectivity toward 
an array of cyclohexanones, and thus a highly focused mini-
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library was constructed successfully, which drastically reduced 
the search scope and thus the screening effort. Completely 
reversed stereoselectivity with high ee-values for all tested 4-
substituted cyclohexanone derivatives was achieved by using 
different mutants, respectively. The strategy combining “size-
probes” with in silico study in the protein engineering of 
CHMOAcineto will provide a valuable guidance for facile 
engineering of other BVMOs with customized enantiopreference. 

Experimental Section 

Chemicals and materials 
All commercial chemicals were purchased from Energy Chemical, 
Aladdin, or Sigma-Aldrich. Hot Start DNA polymerase was purchased 
from TOKYO (Japan); Dpn I was purchased from Thermo Fischer 
Scientific Inc. All solvents and other reagents were analytical grade and 
used without further purification. 
 
Generation of mutant libraries 
CHMO gene was obtained from Acinetobacter sp. NCIMB 9871 and 
synthesized by Sangon BioTech (Shanghai). The gene was subcloned 
into pET-22b (+) using Nde I and BamH I cutting sites.[15] PCR was 
performed using CHMO gene as the template for mutagenesis. Table S1 
(Supporting Information) provides the oligonucleotide primers used for 
the generation of mutant libraries. PCR mixtures (50 µL final volume) 
contained: ddH2O (25 µL), 10×KOD buffer (5 µL), MgSO4 (3 µL, 25 mM), 
dNTP (5 µL, 2 mM each), forward and reverse primers (5 µL, 2.5 µM 
each), template plasmid (1 µL, 50 ngꞏµL -1) and 1 µL of KOD Hot Start 
DNA polymerase. The PCR was initially subjected to 94°C for 5 min, 
followed by 18 cycles of denaturing step at 94°C for 1 min, annealing at 
60°C for 1 min and elongation at 72°C for 8 min. And final extension step 
at 72°C for 10 min was performed. To ensure the elimination of template 
plasmid, PCR mixtures were digested at 37°C overnight after adding 2 µL 
Dpn I (10 U/µL). The digested product was purified with an Omega PCR 
purification spin column, and then an aliquot of 20 µL was used to 
transform electrocompetent E.coli BL21 (DE3) cells. The transformation 
mixture was shaken with 1 mL of LB medium at 37°C for 1 h, and spread 
on LB-agar plates containing 100 µgmL-1 ampicillin.  
 
Expression of CHMOAcineto variants  
Single colony was picked into 5.0 mL LB media with 100 µg.mL-1 
ampicillin, and then incubated at 37°C under shaking of 200 rpm for 12 h. 
After DNA sequencing, the target mutants were conserved at -80°C with 
30% glycerol aliquot. A fresh 20 mL of TB media in 50 mL erlenmeyer 
flasks containing 100 µg.mL-1 ampicillin mixed with 200 µL preculture 
was inoculated at 37°C, 200 rpm until the OD600 reached between 0.6 
and 0.7. Then isopropyl β-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) used to induce 
CHMOAcineto

 expression was added to a final concentration of 0.2 mM and 
the incubation was continued for additional 16 h at 20°C, 200rpm. Then 
the cells were harvested by centrifugation (30 min, 5000 rpm, 4°C) and 
were flushed by 50 mM PBS (pH 7.4). The weighing wet cells were 
resuspended in the fresh 50 mM PBS (pH 7.4) to obtain a final 
concentration of 0.1 g.mL-1. 
 
Mutant library screening  
In the whole cell screening protocol, the reaction system contained 1 mL 
cell culture (0.1 g.mL-1), 4 µL of a stock solution of 0.5 M ketones in 
acetonitrile and D-glucose (3 equiv). The mixture in 10 mL glass tube 
with a sealed cap was shaken at 200 rpm and 22°C for desymmetrization, 
and the reaction time is 32 h. The reaction was stopped by adding 
sodium chloride and the mixture was extracted with 1 mL ethyl acetate 
three times. The sample was analyzed by chiral gas chromatographic 

analyses (GC) (CP-chirasil-DEX CB 25 cm×0.25 cm) to determine the 
conversion and the enantiomeric excess of the residues and products. 
 
Identifying the limited concentration in Baeyer–Villiger oxidation  
The reaction system contained 100 mL cell culture (0.1 g.mL-1), different 
concentrations of ketones and D-glucose (3 equiv). The mixture was 
shaken at 200 rpm and 22 °C for 32 h. The reaction was stopped by 
adding sodium chloride. Samples (1 mL) were taken with a pipette and 
extracted with ethyl acetate three times. The sample was analyzed by 
chiral GC (CP-chirasil-DEX CB 25 cm×0.25 cm) to determine the 
conversion and the enantiomeric excess of the residues and products. 
 
General procedure for large-scale Baeyer–Villiger oxidation 
The wet cells were resuspended in the fresh 1 L PBS (pH 7.4, 50 mM) to 
obtain a final concentration of 0.1 gꞏmL-1. To reduce substrate inhibition, 
batch-fed method was adopted. Equal amounts of total ketones 1a-1d 
were added per 8h three times. The 1 L reaction system containing 
ketones 1a-1d (at the limited concentration) and D-glucose (3 equiv) 
were shaken at 200 rpm and 22 °C for 36 h separately. The reaction was 
stopped by adding sodium chloride. The system was extracted with ethyl 
acetate (3 x 500 mL), dried over MgSO4 and a sample was collected for 
GC analysis. Then the organic layers were concentrated in vacuo and 
the crude reaction products were purified directly by column 
chromatography on silica gel (petroleum ether/EtOAc = 4/1) to afford 2a-
2d as light-yellow oils. 
 
Protein preparation and molecular docking  
Homology modeling was conducted by Modeler software A homology 
model (named as CHMOhomo) based on the crystal structure of CHMO 
from Rhodococcus sp. strain HI-31 (PDB code: 4RG3, contained the 
product ε-caprolactone), which exhibits 55% sequence similarity. The 
CHMO mutants were generated using Chimera (version 1.11.2). 
Molecular docking was performed using the AutoDock 4.2 suite with the 
Lamarckian genetic algorithm (LGA).[16] A grid box was centered on C4X 
atom and the size of the grid box was set as 40 Å in each dimension. A 
total of 100 LGA runs were carried out for each ligand: protein complex. 
The population was 300, the maximum number of generations was 27 
000, and the maximum number of energy evaluations was 2 500 000. 
The top-ranked structure corresponds to the lowest binding energy 
structure of the most populated cluster, was used to be analyzed. 
 
Parameter calculations  
The geometries of flavin, product, NADP+ were optimized employing the 
Gaussian09 program[17], using the density functional theory (DFT) 
method with the exchange-correlation functional B3LYP and the 6-31g(d) 
basis set[18]. RESP charges[19] were obtained based on the charges 
calculated using HF/6-31G(d) single point energy calculations. These 
point charges were subsequently used in the MD simulations. 
 
Molecular dynamics  
All complex systems were subsequently subjected to energy 
minimization and MD simulations. The Amber MD program 
(AMBER14)[20] with the parm99SB[21] and GAFF[22] force fields was used. 
The protein complexes were soaked within a truncated octahedral box of 
TIP3P waters and sodium ions were added to neutralize the system. The 
systems were subjected to two energy minimizations, using the steepest 
descent and conjugate gradient algorithms. The minimized systems were 
subsequently slowly heated slowly from 0 to 300 K for 250 ps using the 
Langevin dynamics with a collision frequency of 1.0 ps-1. An equilibration 
simulation with no harmonic restraints applied was carried out at 300 K 
with a NVT ensemble and a periodic boundary condition for a further 50 
ps. A cut-off distance of 8 Å was set for non-bonded Van der Waals force 
while the Particle Mesh Ewald (PME) method was used to account for 
the long-range electrostatic interactions.[23] The SHAKE method was 
utilized to fix the covalent bonds associated with the hydrogen atoms 
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within the system.[24] 20-ns Production simulation was performed for the 
protein complex. NPT ensemble was used in the MD simulations with a 
time step of 2 fs and a randomly assigned initial velocity at 300 K and a 
pressure of 1 atm. For each system analyzed, MD reference structure 
from the cluster analysis corresponds to the most populated structure of 
the simulation. 
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Customizing the enantioselectivity: WT CHMOAcineto leads to enantioselectivity 
up to 99% ee (S) in the Baeyer-Villiger oxidation of 4-substituted cyclohexanones. 
By probing the binding pocket of rationally designed variants with different-sized 4-
substituted cyclohexanones, single, double and triple mutants were identified as the 
best mutants providing highly reversed enantioselectivity for these probing 
molecules. 
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